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Abstract: 

As the world changes rapidly and embraces new processes and technologies, businesses must 

ensure proper supply chain management.  Agile supply chain management enables businesses to 

be highly responsive to a rapidly changing environment, flexible enough to accommodate sudden 

variables and ensure that just the right amount of inventory is available. Since there are multiple 

stakeholders in a supply chain, the existence of smart contracts can make operations smoother. 

With the use of the internet, e-commerce and f commerce platforms can gain more efficiency as 

they will be able to track their supply chain of production and inventory management as well as 

forecast future needs. A sustainable supply chain is one that ensures the right balance of economic, 

social, and environmental performances. For SMEs to incorporate all the aspect of a modern 

supply chain can be quite difficult; however, if some of the new trends or technology are 

implemented, the business can increase efficiency to compete with the global businesses. Using 

qualitative research, this paper aims to study recent trends and methods in the supply chain. It is 

certain that the implementation certainly creates competitive advantage for business. Further data 

and studies are required to identify to which extent technologies should be implemented for 

Bangladeshi companies to be able to compete in the global industry.  
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

Bangladesh has been enjoying tremendous technological progress over the past couple of years. 

Tech startups such as Pathao, bKash, ME SOLshare and Sheba have taken the business arena by 

storm and made unparalleled progress and with significant contribution to the society. E-commerce 

platforms such as foodpanda, bikroy and chaldal, combined with F-commerce have opened new 

horizons of business opportunities and have created a gateway to start a business. Thanks to F-

commerce, SMEs now have access to more customers and can market their services and products 

to previously untapped markets. There are over six million SMEs actively performing in 

Bangladesh that employ around 30 million people. This results in the household income of around 

75 percent (Alauddin & Manir Chowdhury, 2015) 

Brick and mortar stores along with physical offices came to a standstill when the Corona pandemic 

hit. As people got locked up in their houses; dependency quickly turned on the E commerce and F 

commerce businesses. SMEs that were able to incorporate with E and F commerce also thrived. 

To unlock the success of a business, there are many keys required, but what the pandemic has 

shown us is that when it comes to keeping a business running, there is no alternative to proper 

supply chain management.  

It is important for Bangladeshi companies to keep up with the latest trends and developments in 

supply chain management. This thesis intends to explore the impacts of the new trends on 

Bangladeshi businesses. Every business environment is different, so there are some trends that are 

more beneficial for Bangladeshi SMEs. The paper also wants to address the challenges companies 
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might face while implementing new SCM processes or technology. The goals of the study are 

explored based on five trends of supply chain management namely, agile supply chain; smart 

contracts; automation through AI, AR & VR; implementing IoT; and focus on sustainable supply 

chain.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

2.1 Five trends in the Global Supply Chain Management 

As stated, there are five trends of supply chain management namely, agile supply chain; smart 

contracts; automation through AI, AR & VR; implementing IoT; and focus on sustainable supply 

chain. Brief descriptions of these trends are presented below. 

  

 2.1.1 Agile Supply Chain 

Along with many disruptions like climate change, tariff wars, COVID-19 has served as a revelation 

for businesses about the importance of a flexible supply chain. During the pandemic, companies 

have seen exponential demands rising and shortage of supply simultaneously. 45% of supply chain 

executives believe that improving the supply chain’s business agility is their top priority. (Send, 

2021) Without an adaptable and quick to respond supply chain, businesses are most likely to face 

disruption at the fluctuations in the market demand and supply. A supply chain that can expand or 

scale down with the market can create stable, efficient, and responsive businesses.  

In recent times, customers expect a personalized experience with businesses. With bulk 

manufacturing and shipping process customization can be difficult to introduce. Facebook 

Business Manager’s assigning option is a great example of introducing customization. Companies 

can assign different customers to different customer service providers. This way, one person deals 

with the client throughout and is able to offer a customized service for each individual. As the end 

user is gaining more authority, flexibility in supply chain is seen as not only as a brand value but 

a necessity for the business to survive. Companies need to build infrastructure that allows 
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customization of orders within the supply chain, without adding to the cost; or at least keeping the 

additional cost at the minimum. (Weinberger, 2020) 

  

2.1.2 Smart Contracts 

A smart contract is a mutual agreement between two or more parties that is automatable, although 

some parts may require human input and control, and where enforceability is achieved either by 

legal enforcement of rights and obligations or by tamper-proof execution of computer code. (Clack 

et al., 2016)  It eliminates the need of a third-party arbitrator and makes the process much faster. 

The conclusion of a contract triggers activities along the supply chain. Contractual disputes 

resulting from incidents like misunderstandings, fraud, or lack of performance can harm supply 

chain partnerships and disrupt necessary supply chain activities (Min, 2019). A good example of 

smart contracts can be auto generated invoice when advance payment is made for pre order items. 

The customer can instantly know their payment has been and the business does not have to cross 

check every payment and inform the clients. Smart contracts are more transparent, traceable and 

efficient. It gives all stakeholders equal access to information which helps build trust for the 

company.  

Along with the demand for transparency of different sources, in the post COVID-19 era, smart 

contracts can fast track the verification process of ledger transactions for steeply demanded items. 

In the post COVID industry it is essential for businesses to cut costs in any way that is available.  

 

 

 2.1.3Automation through AI, AR & VR  
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Artificial Intelligence, Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality can facilitate demand forecast, 

maintenance, shipping and many more processes. It is estimated that by 2024, more than 60% of 

G2000 manufacturing organizations will rely on AI platforms to drive digital transformation across 

the supply chain, leading to over 20% productivity gain. Specifically, in consumer goods, supply-

chain management is the key function that could benefit from AI deployment, according to 

McKinsey. Forecasting based on underlying causal drivers of demand rather than prior outcomes 

can improve forecasting accuracy by 10-20% in SCM, which translates to a potential 5% reduction 

in inventory costs and a 2-3% increase in revenue. (Send, 2021) These technologies can optimize 

the supply chain flow by reducing error rates and decreasing operational costs. Automation and 

machine learning can make improvements in assembly line and many more. Companies can find 

out tasks that are time consuming and complicated; then automate the tasks via AI. This way, the 

company’s human resource can spend time on projects that need precise human expertise. For 

example, a manufacturing company like Square Food & Beverage LTD can automate storing the 

finished goods with AI and AR. A computer can read when a shipment arrives; an automated crane 

can store the products in the warehouse. The entire process can be monitored through AR. 

Automating the entire storing process; the company can reduce work time, increase efficiency and 

assign staff to more important projects. Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) have been 

proven to improve the effectiveness of supply chains. For example, AR devices allow employees 

to multitask more efficiently. Organizations can also use these devices to boost product 

development efforts by forecasting potential product uses in a realistic setting. (Dynamics, 2019) 

AR can also help businesses attain a sustainable supply chain. According to PwC and Microsoft, 

AI can help reduce global greenhouse gas emissions by 4 percent in 2030 – equivalent to 2.4 billion 

tonnes of CO2 emissions. (Tao, 2021) 
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In the post pandemic industry with social distancing and lockdowns are still prevalent; 

implementing AI and machine learning can leverage the companies in ways never considered 

before. Self-checkout grocery stores that have been established in different cities are a fitting 

example of AI, AR and machine learning. With social distancing in place, customers can go to the 

self-checkout stores, choose products and pay with their respective cards without any human 

contact. Keeping track of inventory, refill order quantity, daily sales etc have been efficiently 

automated. Supply Chain systems integrated with AR devices could allow a buyer to point their 

smartphone at a product and receive instance information about its availability, pricing options, 

delivery time, lead time and more. AR could possibly become a way on how business can order 

their stocks, finding alternatives for out-of-stock items, and download the information pack and 

datasheets. (Ahmed, 2021) 

 

 2.1.4 Implementing IoT 

The Internet of Things is the industrial application of a network of physical objects that contain 

embedded technology to communicate and sense or interact with their internal states or the external 

environment. (Ahmed, 2021). With diverse implementation, the IoT can become more significant 

in the supply chain, particularly in logistics. DHL and Cisco estimate that IoT technologies such 

as asset tracking solutions could have an impact of more than $1.9 trillion in the supply chain and 

logistics sector. (Send, 2021) Implementing IoT can improve visibility in production, inventory 

management and forecasts. This will help businesses optimize their assets more efficiently and 

increase profitability. For example, online delivery companies like FoodPanda or Chaldal can 

implement GPS sensors on their vehicles for live tracking the delivery as well providing real time 

information to customers. During Covid-19 real time updates have become even more important. 
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In the post pandemic industry, this trend is likely to continue. Companies can use real-time data to 

anticipate customer needs, reduce downtime, and improve supply chain efficiency. The best aspect 

of implementing IoT is that it can be used within the supply chain from the beginning to end. The 

IoT is expected, in addition to offering more oversight in operations and transportation, to improve 

the managing process of warehouses, tracking fleet, inventory control, and even technological and 

mechanical maintenance. It can be used to create smart warehouses, fleets, and even entire supply 

chains within the supply chain itself. Companies can leverage the IoT by pairing with different 

technologies for better sourcing of data, which can help automate other processes. As the supply 

chain grows more digital, the high level of integration will become even more important. 

 

2.1.5 Focus on Sustainable Supply Chain 

In general, a sustainable supply chain is one that ensures to balance the economic, social, and 

environmental performances – such as better assurance of human rights, ethical work practices, 

carbon footprint reduction, waste management, and resource efficiency. (Tao, 2021) Companies 

that employ climate-smart supply chains can gain more from these resources, which can help the 

company increase profits and customer loyalty. Focusing on sustainability can yield greater profits 

as 70% of consumers say they are willing to pay a 5% price premium for products produced by 

more sustainable means, in a study conducted by the Boston Consulting Group. (Send, 2021) Most 

of the Facebook based small businesses are discarding multi-layered plastic packaging to 

cardboard boxes that can be recycled or reduced. The demand for environmentally conscious 

companies is leading to consumption of less energy such as gas, water, electricity, etc which can 

directly benefit the environment. By leveraging technology – such as automation and robotics, 

tracing and mapping technologies, and transportation innovations like electric vehicles – 
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businesses can achieve transparency, energy efficiency, and waste minimization across the entire 

supply chain operation. (Tao, 2021) 

In the post pandemic industry, businesses need even more extreme steps for introducing 

sustainability within the supply chain. However, the changes have to start small and then scaled 

later. Big changes like sourcing and transportation all at once might not be sustainable for the 

business in the long run. The best way to sustainability is to gradually find each improvement area 

and work on one at a time. Most of the international shipping regulations regarding shipping 

emissions and other potential environmental risks are making sustainability a major concern. 

Climate change has an impact on the availability of commodities and resources, posing a risk of 

supply chain disruption. Considering all these factors, companies must focus on sustainability of 

the supply chain; as climate-smart companies will take the center stage of the upcoming years.  

 

2.2 Challenges of implementing the new SCM trends in Bangladesh 

Managing the supply chain seems to be confusing for most Bangladeshi managers as it works both 

ways-horizontally as well as vertically. One of the main disadvantages for Bangladeshi companies’ 

supply chain management is the lack of vertical integration. This is due to the low availability of 

raw materials which in turn results in a longer lead time. Lack of awareness and knowledge 

regarding current trends and technologies among managers is another drawback within the 

different industries. This leads to inefficient operation processes and the Bangladeshi companies 

lose their competitive advantage in the global market.  Aside from a general lack of knowledge, 

Bangladesh also lacks proper infrastructure to support the implementation of new processes or 

technology. The facilities are not sufficient with the rising competitiveness of the global market. 

As a result, our businesses are always lagging behind in terms of lead time or efficiency. 
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Bureaucratic delays are also an issue that hampers quick implementation of a new process or 

technology. Business culture also impacts the management of supply chain in Bangladesh. Here, 

there is a culture of not sharing relevant information within the stakeholders of the same company. 

Flow of information or lack thereof, also tends to affect the supply chain management in 

Bangladeshi businesses.  

Government and the bureaucracy can present different sorts of challenges while implementing new 

technologies or trends in the supply chain. Bureaucracy can lengthen the time for legislation and 

permits. If the government does not create an environment by investment efforts and regulation, 

businesses will face problems and will fail to realize competitive advantage. One of the major 

problems in this area is the lack of regulation. The use of internet and technology is increasing at 

such exponential rates that the government and the policy makers cannot keep up. This is leading 

to security breach and resulting in decreasing efficiency.  

One of the first challenges to implement the modern trends within the supply chain is the 

technology required for implementing the process at an early stage as of now. To create a seamless 

collaboration among stakeholders and yield higher benefits the IT system and technology has to 

improve leaps and bounds. For example, if delivery companies like Ecourier have different 

operation processes in Dhaka and outside Dhaka, the difference will disrupt data collection, 

analysis as well as hinder the overall integration of different platforms of the supply chain.  

Besides updating the technology, there is a need for specialists with knowledge to use data. The 

lack of knowledge and specialists for the new systems like AI and big data is another barrier to 

implement the new supply chain. The lack of data specialists as well as the lack of information 

regarding the potential of the technology is also prevalent in Bangladeshi industries. Other than 
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the technological challenges, implementing the new trends in the supply chain faces financial, 

environmental and legal barriers as well.  

 

However, all of these trends might not be feasible in the business environment of Bangladesh. 

Robotics is one of the prime examples. Despite being one of the most invested technologies 

globally, implementing robots for routine, low skilled jobs in Bangladesh are not a suitable option. 

The unemployment rate here is 5.3%, according to the World Bank. Investing in the unskilled 

labor force is a more viable, cost effective and humane option for Bangladeshi businesses as 

opposed to robotics. Therefore, the new trends or processes must be analyzed and if needed 

modified to suit our business, social and economic environment.   

Empirical data on the current process and methodology of industry standard supply chain practices 

were scarce for comparing the level of efficiency. Since the pandemic, most of the companies have 

been downsizing their businesses to survive. In this situation, the companies are not interested to 

invest in new technology or methods. Their perspective is somewhat just to survive the post 

pandemic period and then reinvest in different aspects of business.  
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Chapter 3 

Study Objectives & Methodology 

 

3.1 Study objectives 

The aim of this thesis is to examine how different trends and technology can impact the SMEs and 

F-commerce of Bangladesh. The detailed objectives of the study are:  

● understand the concepts and their implications of the new trends in the supply chain in the 

Bangladeshi business environment 

● measure the change in competitiveness/efficiency in supply chain if the new trends are 

successfully implemented 

● investigate the challenges faced by companies for implementing new supply chain 

management models 

 

3.2 Data collection methods 

For the nature of the research, a qualitative approach is best suited for this paper. The main methods 

of data collection for this paper are as follows:  

Document analysis: Analyzing documents have provided insights and background information 

which helped to formulate different concepts which can be analyzed to understand the different 

problems better. The documents also acted as an additional knowledge base to collect data. By 

analyzing different documents, the recent changes in technology and process could be taken into 

account for the research. It also helped to verify data and findings from different sources.  
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Qualitative interviewing: The qualitative interviews were carried out with one respondent at a 

time. This method helped get details in depth from the respondents. The interviews provided great 

opportunity to gather precise data about the perspective of different people in different designation 

regarding supply chain management, the new technology, the threats it poses as well as where the 

Bangladeshi business environment stands in comparison to the global movement of supply chain. 

The interviews were conducted over the phone with semi structured questions; which prompted 

different follow-up questions based on the respondents’ answers. The respondents are a customer 

service manager at startup, Government project director, professor, and supply chain executive, 

associate for procurement and few peers as well as colleagues.  

Observations: Under this method the currently prevailing structure, process, technology and 

people’s perspective are observed to gather even more in-depth data than conducting interviews. 

Observing current challenges, motivation and process helped understand the natural state of the 

supply chain in the Bangladeshi industry.  

Survey: The data were obtained through standardized open-ended questions. All of the 

questionnaires sent out were online surveys.  Due to the pandemic, reaching people online was 

more convenient. It was also faster as multiple questionnaires could be sent out at once. Since all 

the responses were registered online, it was also straightforward to analyze the data in real-time. 

The responses were ready to draw inferences the time participants submitted the questionnaire.  

For this paper, non-probability sampling has been used which does not use random sample. The 

surveys sent out are feedback forms for the new process that were implemented. The participants 

were the clients, suppliers and the employees of Fashion Tunnel who were affected by the changes 

in the system. Random sampling would not be appropriate for this paper as the participants' 

perspective would not generate data which are aligned with the aim of the report.  
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Feedback Survey: After implementing the new processes and technology feedback surveys were 

sent out to the employees, suppliers and customers of Fashion Tunnel. All of the survey was 

conducted through Google forms, using the internet.  

3.3 Limitations 

Data is scarce in Bangladesh. The data that was available was mostly found as blogs or internet 

articles, as research papers. Most of the trends analyzed in the paper are very new; some of them 

are just beginning to come to the limelight after the pandemic. Previous research is the base of the 

literature review of any paper. Although studies on the general trends were found, studies focusing 

on increasing efficiency using this technology, especially from a Bangladesh perspective were 

scarce. The paper has used qualitative research methodology to analyze and come to conclusions 

regarding the information. This method uses a lot of self-reported data. Self-reported data can have 

biases. The deadline to submit this paper was four months. Therefore, the time available to study 

the trends and measure change was limited. The time available to investigate a research problem 

and to measure change or stability over time was constrained by the due date of the paper. The 

research was conducted while the second wave of COVID-19 was rampant in Bangladesh. The 

pandemic limited the researcher’s access to various companies, factory, and office visits etc. 

Interviews had to be conducted over phone or via the internet. The researcher could not interpret 

body languages and had to rely on what was said directly or what the respondents wrote. During 

the pandemic, a lot of businesses focused on simply surviving and limited their investments and 

activities to a bare minimum. A lot of projects were shelved; this was one of the reasons the 

researcher had a difficult time finding secondary data to support the paper. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Findings of the Study 

The primary objective of this dissertation is to examine the implementation of different 

technologies and processes in order to increase efficiency. Automated customer service may 

account for reduced wait time and increase goodwill for the company. Smart contracts have the 

potential for streamlining vendor management and creating a supply chain that is more transparent. 

By implementing IoT and RFID for inventory management, Fashion Tunnel aimed to increase 

their product turnover rate and have better data regarding finished products, raw materials etc.  

 For automating customer service, the main variables were conversion rates, unique account 

impressions and efficiency level within the company. For automating delivery preparation, the 

main variable was the time needed for a moderator to dispatch a parcel.  As for the smart contracts 

created for the suppliers the aim was to increase transparency in transactions. Implementing RFID 

technology was aimed to create a more seamless inventory tracking and a smooth management of 

the inventory. 

 

4.1 Automation of CS 

 

Facebook pages are good for reaching the targeted audience. Facebook pages can be indexed by 

Google, which makes it easier for people to find businesses or brands. People can message the 

Facebook page directly from their profile. For customer management, Facebook itself provides 

few automated options like auto generated messages, inbox suggestions etc. However, as a 

designer boutique, Fashion Tunnel requires automation for CS not just for the order process but 
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also to answer different types of queries. One of the major downsides of Facebook’s Messenger 

platform is that it does not allow first in first served process.. The queue cannot be maintained 

properly. For example, if a person messages the page at 8.01 am then another person messages at 

10.00 am the message that has been sent later will be the first in the queue. This poses a problem 

for the brand as customers expect to be answered on the first come first serve basis. Maintaining 

the queue is more important when there are complaints or defects in the product. Dissatisfied 

customers want to be served as soon as they message the page.  

The company decided to use Software as Service or SAAS to make interaction with customers 

faster and more efficient. SaaS is a software distribution model in which a cloud provider hosts 

programs and makes them available to end customers via the internet. (Chai & Casey, 2021) 

Fashion Tunnel tried to implement three different SAAS platforms; Live Agent, Freshdesk and 

Many Chat. 

 Freshdesk, according to its website, allows businesses to respond to client communications in one 

place, regardless of where they originate - in-app chat, website chat, WhatsApp, Facebook 

Messenger, iMessage, and more. Chatbots are also available to answer queries, direct clients to a 

solution, and escalate to a human agent. (Alex Bookless, Head of Managed Services, Waterstons 

et al., n.d.) 

Live Agent, on the other hand, is a chat widget service that, according to their website, delivers 

personalized real-time help and invites clients to chat based on the amount of time they spend on 

the page. A chat widget is a window that allows visitors to engage in real-time conversation with 

a representative. A live chat widget can be integrated into Facebook pages, albeit it's most typically 

found on websites. (Alex Bookless, Head of Managed Services, Waterstons et al., n.d.) With the 

help of the chat widget, Fashion Tunnel hoped to respond to customers in real-time instead of them 
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sending a message and waiting for a representative to reply. A widget could also track customer 

activities on the page and provide instant assistance from anywhere within the page instead of the 

customer choosing the messenger option and messaging the company.  

Chat bots are a modern, efficient way of handling customer queries and complaints. Bots free 

representatives for more in depth customer service like return products, partially delivered 

products or damaged products. Fashion Tunnel attempted to install chat bots through Many Chat 

to make customer service faster and more automated than the current process. According to their 

website, ManyChat’s visual drag-and-drop bot builder makes it easy and simple to set up the 

Facebook Messenger bot. It requires no programming knowledge to implement the bot service. 

(ManyChat, n.d.) Many Chat can also convert users to messenger ad targets if they engage in any 

specific post.  The service also helps segment customers and understand from which platform or 

post they tried to contact the brand.  

 

Fashion Tunnel used Freshdesk from July to August 2021. The company had to quickly discard 

the SAAS platform due to the fact that Freshdesk counts each interaction as one ticket. For 

example, if person A asked the price of a saree and after getting a reply from the page, A asked 

about the order process. Freshdesk labeled this conversation as two tickets. Counting each 

interaction as a ticket raised the number of tickets that had to be solved. This process yielded wrong 

data regarding the traffic of the page and the engagement numbers. Table 1 shows the average  and 

unique accounts from July 24 to August 24 2021. From Table 1, it can be seen that the average 

reach was 1048 in this time period. While the actual reach with unique accounts on average was 

29. The data yield by using Freshdesk showed that the average reach was 21 and the average 

impressions was 5200. The freshdesk data differed from actual Facebook data by 19% This is a 
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significant difference which cannot be ignored. Alongside the distorted data, the page moderators 

also mentioned, the extra tickets that showed up on the platform caused unnecessary pressure to 

resolve queries which lead to an unpleasant work environment occasionally. 

Data from Facebook 

Day Reach Impressions Conversion percentage 

2021-09-09 0:00:00 1140 4 0% 

2021-09-10 0:00:00 974 5 1% 

2021-09-11 0:00:00 964 2 0% 

2021-09-12 0:00:00 1105 7 1% 

2021-09-13 0:00:00 931 50 5% 

2021-09-14 0:00:00 1177 107 9% 

AVG 1048.5 29.16666667 3% 

Table 1 Avg & unique reach data from Facebook 
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Data from Freshdesk 

Day Reach Impressions Conversion percentage 

2021-10-09 0:00:00 113188 30179 27% 

2021-10-10 0:00:00 2803 199 7% 

2021-10-11 0:00:00 2535 12 0% 

2021-10-12 0:00:00 5149 568 11% 

2021-10-13 0:00:00 2984 176 6% 

2021-10-14 0:00:00 2776 128 5% 

AVG 21572.5 5210.333333 9% 

Table 2 Avg & unique reach from Freshdesk 

 

From August to September, Fashion Tunnel used Live Agent to interact with their customers. Live 

Agent does not provide automated answers or bots. However, using this SAAS platform, a 

moderator could log in and handle queries from Facebook, Instagram and email all at once. 

Previously, they had to login to each account. Sometimes the notification would go unnoticed and 

delay replies. Live Agent also considers each person or account as a ticket. For example, no matter 

how many interactions person A had with Fashion Tunnel, person A would be one single ticket. 

Moderators could put tags on the ticket accordingly and choose to solve it or keep the ticket open. 

Once the ticket was solved, if person A contacted again, that ticket would be reopened. Then, the 

agents could add tags depending on the type of query A had. The tags helped to create targeted ads 

in messenger. According to one of the moderators, Live Agent made handling queues more 

efficient; enabled replying on multiple social media platforms at the same time; however, it did 
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not automate the process of interacting with the clients. The moderators were not able to focus on 

other aspects of the job. 

 

Query resolution 

every 20 mins 

Before implementing live 

agent 

After implementing live 

agent 

1 23 33 

2 24 34 

3 25 36 

4 27 37 

5 22 35 

6 28 34 

7 26 36 

8 24 34 

9 27 33 

10 22 34 

11 25 36 

12 26 35 

13 26 37 

14 25 36 

15 27 35 

Avg 25.13333333 35 

Average increase 39.25729443 

Table 3 Average query resolution using Freshdesk 

 

 By syncing the platforms in one account, Fashion Tunnel could reply to 35 queries per hour on 

average, as is shown in table 3. Before implementing Live Agent, the agents could cater to 25 

queries in an hour on average. In other words, efficiency has increased by 40%. One of the agents 

however mentioned that the photos that clients send through their messenger did not load on Live 

Agent. So, for most cases they had to log onto all the social media platforms as well as the Live 

Agent chat platform. 

From September to October Fashion Tunnel installed and used Many Chat. It is a chatbot service 

that automated the interaction with the clients. Based on previously entered keywords, the bot 
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identified the customer's query and sent an automated response. One of the drawbacks of using 

automated chat bot in the Bangladeshi market is the fact that the service does not recognize Bangla 

or Bangla written in English alphabets. This leads to the system misdiagnosing what the customer 

is saying and sending the wrong message. For example, a lot of people write the word price as 

প্রাইজin Bangla. The word input was written as প্রাইস in the system. The bot could not identify 

the word and sent a generic message and solved the ticket. The agents had to double check each 

solved ticket to confirm there were not any query that was left out. This decreased the efficiency 

of the customer service team. Another issue with using Many Chat is the customers do not want 

to interact with a bot. 75% of the customers said that they would prefer if an agent handled their 

query instead of bots (Figure 4). According to them, bots just delay the process which could be 

solved by an agent instantly. 

Figure 1: Customer preference for query handling (Fashion Tunnel, 2021) 

 

If all inputs are identified and used properly, Many Chat makes the process smoother and enables 

the agents to focus on content strategy, posting schedules etc. Bots are useful when handling 

queries; especially when a boost or promotion is underway. Bots help track and reply to all the 
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accounts that have query. However, when there are complaints, bots can be more of a liability than 

an asset. When customers have any complaint, they are impatient and want a solution instantly. 

65% of the customers said when they were contacting regarding any defect or delivery issue, they 

want an agent available for their concerns, as can be interpreted from figure 5. 

 

Figure 2:Customer preference for problem solving (Fashion Tunnel, 2021) 

 

One of the most extreme cases of customers preferring human interaction over a bot was when a 

client ordered two kameez sets and did not get the delivery on time. She sent messages for a week 

on the page but the bot flagged her ticket as a regular ticket and resolved it. She waited for more 

than two weeks and posted negative reviews on Fashion Tunnel as well as other girls groups. The 

co-founder Amanna Huq intervened and talked to the client for damage control. The client thought 

the brand was ignoring her complaints and would not take any accountability for the delay in 

delivery. The optimum way to use Many Chat would be to identify tickets with complaints and 

forward them to agents available right away. Otherwise, the brand will lose its goodwill if 

complaints are not adhered to immediately. 
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 4.2 Automation of Delivery Cards 

 

For online delivery, each parcel requires the customer’s name, address, contact number and for 

cash on delivery parcels the total amount that has to be paid. Ecourier, Fashion Tunnel’s delivery 

partner, requires having their ECR number on the parcels as well. ECR number is a tracking 

number automatically assigned by the delivery company once a parcel has been signed up for 

shipping. Currently, Fashion Tunnel uses handwritten delivery cards for each parcel. This process 

is relatively slower and can take up a lot of time on days there are bulk dispatches. Automating the 

process of making delivery cards can significantly improve the company’s efficiency. It will free 

up the office assistant's time to ensure proper packaging, cross check orders and so forth. 

Automating the process can also eliminate many mistakes like address misspelling, wrong 

products sent, mislabeling the parcel weight etc. Customers’ experiences, from purchasing to 

delivery and beyond, are currently what distinguishes firms. Automated delivery techniques will 

eliminate human errors, saving time and enhancing brand loyalty with each shipment. (Council, 

2020) 

Ecourier’s website does allow printing delivery slips directly from their website. However, their 

slips have their name exclusively printed. Packaging and delivery cards are important branding 

tools, especially for a boutique store. So, Fashion Tunnel hoped to find an automated process that 

can identify the customer’s delivery details as well as the total amount the customer has to pay 

upon delivery.  

Registering for shipment in Ecourier is done digitally. There is even an option to register multiple 

parcels in bulk. However, the entries have to be made manually; either directly from their website 
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or uploading an excel sheet which has to be filled in the format given by Ecourier. Fashion Tunnel 

tried to provide the customers with a Google form to be filled in the format given by Ecourier.  

Other than that, the F-bot service from Ecourier can help achieve Fashion Tunnel the automation 

they are looking for. According to their website, F-Bot is a Facebook Messenger Service by which 

an online seller can easily manage their orders, inventory and automated delivery management 

system which will help them to track end to end order process systems. Installing F-BOT can help 

with product promotion, automated order collection, inventory tracking, automated delivery 

management and real-time replies to customers during a live session. (ECourier, n.d.) 

To implement automated delivery card, Fashion Tunnel started providing the customers with a 

Google form in the format provided by Ecourier for their bulk upload for delivery. However, 

customers were not interested to fill up forms to confirm orders. According to figure 6, 85% 

customers said they preferred to place their orders during the conversation, 5% customers said they 

were indifferent and 10% customers said they would not order if they had to fill out a separate 

form. After the feedback, the company was quick to discard the form for bulk uploads. 

             

Figure 3: Customer preference for order placement (Fashion Tunnel, 2021) 
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They implemented F-bot service from Ecourier for BDT 500/month. This process, among all other 

SAAS platforms that were implemented, was the optimum technology to use. F-bot automated 

interaction with the customers. As Bangladeshi software it bypassed the problem the company was 

facing with Many Chat regarding conversations in Bangla. Tickets were being assigned correctly 

and handled accordingly. It also improved the targeted advertisements as well. Previously, only 

3% customers would open Fashion Tunnel’s messenger ad, after implementing F-bot the 

conversion rate for target ad increased to 9%.  

 

The agents handled 45 tickets on average with the implementation of the F-bot technology. The 

service has an added facility; the bots reply to comments on Facebook live while it is streaming. 

Previously, live comments had to be attended after the live was over. For instant replies, someone 

had to be present just to answer queries. It was not feasible as live sessions are usually conducted 

around 11pm-12am. The F-bot reduced the lag of an hour to a few seconds. 

 

The F-bot also helped to automate the delivery card. When a customer places an order, the F-bot 

recognizes and updates it in Ecourier’s server. This process eliminated registering for parcels to 

be picked up. Now the company does not need an allocated time to register parcels for shipment. 

Once an order is placed, Fashion Tunnel has to pack it and dispatch it while Ecourier automatically 

gets pick-up requests and arrives in due time. The delivery cards are now generated automatically 

as well. When the F-bot recognizes and logs the order, it generates a delivery card as well. The 

agent just has to print it out and attach the correct delivery card with each parcel. Before automating 

the process of generating a delivery card the average time to pack a jewelry order was 20 minutes 

and clothing order was 10 minutes, as shown in figure 9. After automating the order log and 
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delivery card generating process the average time to pack a jewelry order was reduced by 5 minutes 

and clothing order by 7 minutes, according to figure 10.  

 

 

Figure 4 Packaging time before and after implementing F-Bot (Fashion Tunnel, 2021), Jewelry 

 

Figure 5 Packing time before and after implementing F-Bot (Fashion Tunnel, 2021), Clothing 
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 4.3 Smart contracts for suppliers 

 

In any smart contracts, the terms of transaction are written as a protocol that is an agreement 

between two parties. The contract is implemented through a decentralized blockchain network 

system. The main difference between smart contracts and traditional contracts is that smart 

contracts are computer coded and uses blockchain technology for compliance. The contracts are 

automatically validated when the contract terms are completed. By implementing smart contracts 

Fashion Tunnel aims to:  

● Ensure compliance without involving any other party 

● Autonomous sourcing of data and verification 

● Make transactions and handle sensitive information more secured  

● Increase transparency  

Fashion Tunnel could not find a SAAS platform that would help create smart contracts for the 

company.  So, they created Google forms incorporating if-when-then conditions. In most cases, 

Fashion Tunnel creates contracts spanning across two weeks with each supplier. For example, 

when launching a new collection of jewelry, the company will make contracts with stone, metal 

and accessory suppliers. The bank was given standing orders for each supplier to initiate the 

payment. Previously the company was maintaining the process mostly via phone calls and hand 

written notes regarding which items have been delivered and which needs to be paid for and so 

forth. This process had the risks of creating a lot of problems. For example, a supplier could agree 

to a rate on the phone and deny that s/he agreed to it; there was no written proof of terms being 

agreed to. After getting the products, if they were not recorded accordingly, there was no way to 
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cross check the number of products or in case of human error the amount to be paid or to whom it 

should be paid could be recorded wrong.  

 

According to the owner, Amanna Huq, the pseudo smart contract as Google forms reduced her 

workload by a lot. Previously the process was very scattered and often times the agreement would 

not be recorded on time. It sometimes posed problems with the suppliers regarding what was 

agreed upon. She also had to be in constant contact with the bank to ensure the right amount of 

cash dispersed to the right suppliers. With this form, once an agreement has been made the 

suppliers fill up the form themselves. The form also works as a pro forma invoice as it also has the 

amount Fashion Tunnel has to pay the suppliers. A copy of the entry is sent to the suppliers as 

well. So, they are also updated on their payment and the agreement. The owner has to cross check 

and verify the contract file once a week and send it to the bank for disbursing payments. All the 

suppliers said they appreciate this method of record keeping. Previously, many were not keeping 

any records at all; they were dependent on Fashion Tunnel’s records. 

 

4.4 Implementing RFID for inventory management 

 

Radio Frequency Identification or RFID technology is one of the most notable uses of IoT. It can 

be seen across all industries. For a fashion brand like Fashion Tunnel, implementing RFID poses 

huge potential for their inventory management. It can also help with customer service, lead time 

and increasing the overall efficiency of the company.  

By making RFID a part of their inventory management process, Fashion Tunnel aims to:  

● Track inventory efficiently  

● Realize reorder point more efficiently  
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● Manage customer queries regarding availability of products more efficiently  

● Avoid overstocking and dead stock  

According to Fashion Tunnel’s requirement, they need a high frequency with an average of 13.56 

MHz. Each of these tags can cost from BDT17 to BDT 1700. (atlasRFIDstore, n.d.) RFID readers 

are devices that transmit and receive radio waves in order to communicate with RFID tags. 

(atlasRFIDstore, n.d.) Each reader can cost from BDT 34000- BDT 255000. RFID Antennas 

convert the RFID reader’s signal into RF waves that can be picked up by RFID tags. Each antenna 

can cost from BDT 4250 to BDT 25500. (atlasRFIDstore, n.d.) 

Considering the fixed and recurring costs of implementing an RFID system, the management of 

Fashion Tunnel decided to implement RFID using android phones. At the same time, they decided 

to buy a system second hand if any opportunity came up. According to one of the founding 

partners, Dr. Amanna Huq, “Installing a new system is expensive. First there should be a pilot run, 

if it is indeed cost effective and increases inventory visibility we can invest further.” 

To implement RFID through android phones, Fashion Tunnel needed the code to run an RFID 

system on android application. The management tried to implement it with a code snippet available 

online. It did not work. Consultants said they must build a code from scratch to run a program on 

android that can be used as an RFID reader. 

The management was not willing to invest in the RFID technology without a trial run. The 

company bought a secondhand barcode scanner from a local restaurant. Barcode scanner and the 

RFID system have similar ideas behind them, so this scanner was used as the trial that management 

asked. 

Once the barcode was implemented data entry errors significantly decreased. A barcode reader is 

much more accurate than entering or reading data manually. The technology also enabled 
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employees to track data more accurately which led to better decision making and increase in 

overall decision making. The office assistant did not have to manually look for an item if there 

was a query. She could just check the database for availability or color or size options. This saved 

a lot of time and made the overall process more efficient. The barcode reader made it easier for the 

inventory control so precisely. Whenever scanned, the information was passed onto a computer 

instantly so that they were calculated through stock inventory. As a result, it was possible to 

provide inventory status about individual items as well as company's overall inventory. 

 

Setting up the barcode system was time consuming. Fashion Tunnel has a lot of diversified 

products. For example, there are six categories for only earrings-silver, golden, dice based, multani 

inspired, pearl based, and stone based. Each of the items had to be categorized accordingly and 

made separate codes for each item. Categorizing and coding available items took three weeks. The 

employees were frustrated with the tedious job of labelling and entering data for each item. Even 

after the categorization, a generalized code would not always work. For example, if a customer 

asked for the availability of a particular Jamdani saree, the database would show the available 

number of sarees under ‘thread count Jamdani saree’ but not if the said saree was available. The 

office assistant had to manually look for items even if they were categorized and coded. However, 

all the employees agreed that despite the time it took to set up and occasional manual work, 

installing the barcode system made the process much more efficient than they thought it would be. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Conclusion 

If a small f - commerce company like Fashion Tunnel can achieve an average 40% increase in 

efficiency with the implementation of the current SCM trends and technologies, large and 

established companies can scale efficiency at a much faster rate. These trends are not only limited 

to manufacturing companies to e - commerce and f - commerce as well. In the case of SMEs, it is 

very important that these companies start implementing the recent trends of supply chain 

management right from the start so that the growth is not hindered. Bangladesh as a country is 

enjoying unparalleled growth in terms of technological advancements as it is evident through the 

growth of technological startups and foreign investment. Even though there are companies that are 

implementing new trends and adapting new technology in their systems, Bangladesh has ways to 

go until we can claim that Bangladesh has a proper supply chain management system in place. If 

all the trends mentioned in this paper can be properly implemented to all the supply chain relevant 

companies in Bangladesh the country can be claimed to be going in the right direction in terms of 

productivity efficiency, transparency and technological adaptability. As we have seen most of the 

companies during the pandemic faced this difficulty of not having a scalable supply chain process, 

this was because the companies were not adapting to the latest supply chain trends and practices. 

If companies as big as Uniliver or Marico implemented smart contracts in their supply chain 

process, or even companies like Coats or Palmal, the increase in operational efficiency would be 

phenomenal as there will be very little manual interventions resulting in lower errors as well as 

timely disbursements of all orders and financial transactions. With the attachment and introduction 

of automating tools in the supply chain comes the Internet of Things. For example, in a 
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manufacturing company the Internet of things starts right from receiving the raw materials to 

molding them into a final product and then transporting them to the end customers. All of this can 

be brought into the Internet of Things. The Internet of Things has also given rise to blockchain 

technology being used in supply chain management. Implementing these technologies into existing 

supply chain processes or building up the supply chain process of a company from the ground up 

is bound to give those companies the competitive edge and advantage over other companies and 

result in sustainability, Increased efficiency and decrease in process loss. 
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